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I just received this holster in the mail a few days ago and I thought it would be a good time to do a
short video on unboxing it to get some inital reactions of this new holster. Alien Gear has come out
with a newer version of their cloak tuck line holsters which seems to mergeparts of the cloak tuck 3.0
technology with some of the great benefits that the Alien Gear shapeshift holster has. 

Some initial reactions to this new holster is that the hardware to move the clips to different posistions
is no longer needed as well as the screws and spacers for those as they now use the locking style clips
from the shapeshift holster, which is a very nice additions. The padding on the cloak tuck 3.5 is also a
lot thicker than it was in the 3.0 line for added comfort and the neoprene backer seems to be thicker. 

Since the clips for this holster use the same locking technology that the shapeshift holsters use, if you
already have extra clips for the shapeshift holsteryou can use them with this holster as well, to which
can save you some money. 

If you are just looking at buying this holster, I would suggest purchasing the extra clips to save money
on shipping. They do now have clips that can aidin the concealment so that it is harder to see that you
are carrying, which is a very nice addition. 

I will be doing a follow up review of this holster after I have carried it with me every day for at least a
month. I will also do a follow up review after a yearto see what my thoughts of it are.

The cloak tuck 3.5 holster can be purchased from Alien Gear at 
http://aliengearholsters.com/alien-gear-cloak-tuck-3-0-iwb-holster-inside-the-waistband.html

 

Watch this video on YouTube - https://youtu.be/pgjnCB3lyjo

Watch this video on Daily Motion -  http://dai.ly/x6hrl1t
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